The knitting technique developed by the authors 11-51 contains some simple but effective rules which can guide the synthesis of Petri nets (PNs) with the well-behaved properties such as liveness, boundedness, and reversibility, preserved automatically. The previous knitting technique admits only lT generations among sequential or concurrent processes and PP generations among sequential or exclusive processes. The TP-and PTpath generations a~ more complicated than the generation of 'IT-or PP-paths. This paper deals with how to set up the method of TP-or PT-path generations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The unconventional knitting technique developed by the authors has proved its power in the synthesis of Petri net and to preserve the wellbehaved properties. Using TT-path (transition to transition) and PP-path (place to place) generations only, we can apply this technique to the synthesis of Petri nets in the automatic manufacturing systems [l. 4-51 , data communication systems 131, and command and control systems. In these IT-and PPpath generations, TP-and PT-are involved but are not independent. The development of rules for TPand IT-path generations, it takes more detailed analysis to avoid any possible deadlock and unboundedness. In this work we study this type of path generations such that the knitting technique is more complete.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 11 and LII derives the structural and marking rules respectively for TP-PT generation considering vari-0-7803-2559-1195 $4.00 0 1995 IEEE ous cases; followed by the summary of the rules and example in Section IV. Section V concludes the Paper.
ZI. STRUCTURAL DERIVATION OF TP-AND PT-RULES
The structural theory, considering how the TPand PT-path should be placed relative to each other, is studied in this section. A number of lemmas will be derived in this section with summary of the rules and an example provided in the next section. We first have the rule of thumb for TP-and PT-path generations.
Lemma 1: Any independent TP-path generation must be followed by an accompanying IT-path generation and vice versa. Before we study the structural theory, we need to define the following notations based on Lemma 1.
Definitions
TP,, PT,, or PSP, (i = 1, 2): The 'Yth TP, I T or PSP. "i = 1" stands for the independent generation and "i = 2" the accompanying generation.
TPi, and TPij: The "Generation Point" and the "Joint" of TP,, respectively. PT;, and PTij: The "Generation Point" and the "Joint" of PTi, respectively.
Ilgi and nji: The generation PSP and joint PSP of TPi or PT,. respectively.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the TPpath is generated independently (hence is denoted as TP,) and the R-path is accompanying the independent TP-path (hence is denoted as PTd since the relationship between the TP-and PT-path is the same no matter which one is independent and which one is accompanying.
We define the prime ending transition (place) and the controlling input place to TIE, which plays a very significant role in the TP-PT synthesis. To preserve the well-behaved properties. The theory is subdivided into the following subproblems:
Definition (Prime Common Ending
(1) The relative location of TP, with respect to
The choice of €Tz8 and PT2j.
In the sequel, we discuss how to do the placement of 'IFlj, €Tz, and PTzj and maintain rule simplification as well.
Placement of TPlj
There is no restriction about the placement of TPlj relative to 'PI,. The= are two cases: (A) 'SQ' or 'CN' and (B) 'EX'. These are discussed in the following. For this case, we investigate the placement of (a) Placement of PT, There are only two ways for the accompanying IT-path, FT2, to fix the problem. One is to have IT2 absorb the extra token from the independent TP-path, TP,; the other is to have PTz constrain TP1 such that it will not inject extra tokens. In the first case, PTZ8 c TPlj or ITz, = TPlj. In the second, PT2, + TPlj. We have the following Lemma. (2) m 2 g + T P I j :
We have the following lemma:
Lemma 4 Given TPlj o "PI, or T p l j II TPI,, the necessary condition of PTzg for a TP-PT generation to preserve the well-behaved properties are that: (1) if 
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 6: Given "PI, I TPlj.
(1) PT2, must be the first E c TP,, and (2) €Tzj = TP~,; or P T~~ t TP~, and €T2j + the PIE of TP1, and TPlj; or PTzj I 1 or ! TP1, and another TP-path must be generated from a transition t with t t the T$ of TP1, and TPlj and t + TP, to a placep withp t or = TPlj andp + or = PTZ8. 0
In. TOKEN ADDITION FOR BACKWARD GENERATION
In this section, we complete the TP-and ITrules based on the marking, rather than the structural, consideration. The backward PT-path generation does not always need to add a token. For example, in Fig. 1 , we do not need to add a token in ps for the newly generated TP-path, It3 PSI. and PT-path, IPS t21. since when t2 is about to fire, there is a token in p5 and this token is generated from fuing tl. Thus, whether we need to add a token to a backward PTpath generation depends on the marking and structure of the original Petri net prior to the new generation of TP-and PT-paths. Apparently, we need new rules to determine when we must add token to a place in the backward PT-path generation, to preserve liveness.
We need the following definitions:
Definition (Resource Place (RP)): A home place and also TPlj and respectively, of a pair of newly-generated TP-and PT-path.
Definition (Resource Token (RT)):
The number of 0 tokens within the RP at initial marking. Note that for the TP-PT path generations, the net is no longer marking monotonic, in contrast to the TT-and PP-generations. Hence we need to set up some rules regarding the token(s) to be added in PT2,. To synthesize the net in Fig. 3 (Fig. 4) . Here, we Summarizing all the above discussions, we have the rules for TP-PT generation presented in the next section.
Definition (Resource Count (RC))
demonstrate the application of the TP-FT rules to synthesize such a PN. The PSPs generated in IV. KNITTING RULES OF TP AND PT GEN-
ERATION
sequence are as follows:
be generated according to the following rules:
TP-PT Rules TPPT.1. Generate TI?,, followed by PT2.
Given a new TP-generation, new paths must 1) Consttuct the basic process [pl tl P3 t2 P4 t4
€7 t6 p9 t9 P11 t l l P14 t13 P15 t14 P17 t16 Pll.
2) Generate PSPs Ep3 t3 P5 t5 P8 t7 P31 and [p9 t8
TPPT. 
